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Abstract. This paper focuses on influence maximization or opinion con-
trol in the voting dynamics on social networks. We show two simple
heuristics that are effective strategies to enhance vote shares: (i) avoiding
the nodes controlled by your opponent when having a lower budget while
focusing on them when having a larger budget (shadowing) and (ii) ring-
fencing her influence by targeting control on adjacent nodes (shielding).
The paper presents an empirical numerical evaluation of these strategies
for various classes of complex networks which is backed up by analytical
results obtained via a mean-field approach, in good agreement with nu-
merical results. Importantly, we also show that optimal influence alloca-
tions tend to not be localized, but can include targeting nodes significant
distances away from opposing influence.

Keywords: complex networks, voter dynamics, opinion control, influ-
ence maximization

1 Introduction

Issues of radicalization and polarization, or systematic application of influence
on social media to disrupt elections are phenomena that have recently found
much attention, both in the popular press [30, 4] and in the academic literature
[35, 16, 6]. These problems can be approached by studying mathematical models
of opinion dynamics on social networks (see, e.g., [10, 38] for reviews). An issue
that is particularly relevant in this context is that of “opinion control”, i.e. ques-
tions on how opinion dynamics can be strategically manipulated (or how such
manipulation can best be prevented). This question is relevant in a wide number
of contexts, ranging from political campaigning [21, 19, 17] and marketing [22]
to studies of guiding technological innovation [1] and policy-making [41].

Formulations and solutions to the influence maximization problem go back
to the work of [18, 22] and have been well-studied in the context of the inde-
pendent cascade model, mostly in the computer science literature, but more
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recently also with elegant solutions via optimal percolation [33]. However, in the
independent cascade model, opinion formation of agents is modeled as a one-off
choice, making it less relevant for a number of applications of opinion formation
without a strong commitment. The latter situation has found much attention in
the socio-physics literature which has typically taken the approach of modeling
opinions as stochastically changing due to peer-influence from network neigh-
bors [10]. Opinions in such models have been described by either discrete or
continuous variables. Prominent approaches in the first class, on which we focus
in this paper, include the voter dynamics [20, 11], models directly inspired by
Ising-like interactions [15], the Sznajd model [39] or majority dynamics [14]. Con-
tinuous models include approaches like the DeGroot model [13], considerations
of bounded confidence introduced in [12] and, more recently, dynamics related
to kinetic exchange models [25, 37]. Here, due to its mathematical tractability
and prominence in the literature, we focus on the voter dynamics as a model of
opinion change, which has also been proven to fit well empirical voting data [5].

Until recently, the problem of maximizing influence —or controlling opinions—
has found less attention for the above class of stochastic models of opinion dy-
namics. Contributions to the literature mostly have focused on developing or
evaluating numerical approaches, e.g. in the context of the political campaign
problem for continuous opinion dynamics [19], the AB-model [2], the Glauber
dynamics [26, 24, 28], and voting dynamics [23, 42, 29, 7–9]. Some very recent
studies have also considered the co-evolution of control topologies and opinion
dynamics at comparable time-scales, finding that active participation in influ-
ence maximization of many agents can enhance or hinder consensus formation
in certain circumstances [6].

In the context of the voter model, opinion control has gained attention since
the introduction of agents that change their opinions less frequently than other
agents, so-called zealots [31, 32]. Zealots can have a substantial influence on the
resulting opinion dynamics and some works have also studied the optimal place-
ment of zealots on a social network to maximize their impact on opinions [23,
42]. Comparable to the question of finding optimal seeds in the independent
cascade model, the question of finding optimal placings of zealots assumes that
agents on a social network can be converted to become partisan, favoring a par-
ticular opinion. Perhaps a more interesting approach introduced by Masuda [29]
takes inspiration from other approaches to network control [34, 27] and treats
zealots as external, perfectly partisan agents who exert influence via strategi-
cally placed control links to the social network. To allow for mixed equilibrium
states, Masuda [29] has introduced a framework in which the actions of an ac-
tive (or optimizing) controller are evaluated against a passive controller who
exerts her influence via random targeting. Influence maximization then trans-
lates into the problem of identifying an optimal set of targets, typically subject
to a budget constraint. Addressing this problem, Masuda [29] has shown that
for undirected networks targets typically follow a degree ordering, starting with
nodes of the largest degrees. This is not necessarily the case for directed net-
works. Subsequent work has shown that noise or copying errors [9] and resistance
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to attempts of control [7] can shift optimal targeting to lower degree nodes in
certain parameter regimes. Similar effects can also be observed if optimization is
not aimed at achieving maximum vote shares in the stationary state, but rather
at a finite time horizon [8]. Then, when time horizons are short, control cannot
always capture hub nodes in time and targeting lower degree nodes may become
optimal.

Here, we build on a numerical observation of a rule to achieve optimal control
in [8] that allocates control toward nodes also influenced by the passive controller
(what we term shadowing) or allocates control in a way to avoid nodes targeted
by the passive controller. Additionally, we also introduce the notion of shielding,
or surrounding nodes targeted by the passive controller. Below, we shall show
that shadowing is generally effective when the optimizer has a larger budget than
the passive agent, while avoidance is more effective otherwise. Additionally, both
shadowing and avoidance strategies benefit from shielding as long as the subset of
nodes targeted by the passive controller does not comprise a significant share of
the network. Our results below are based on numerical experiments and backed
by a mean-field approach that gives analytical support.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we formalize our approach
to influence maximization in the voting dynamics. Section 3 first presents a
summary of numerical experiments for some classes of complex networks and
continues with the presentation of the mean-field approach and comparisons
between numerical and analytical results. Finally, Sect. 4 gives a summary of
our findings and draws conclusions.

2 Model and Methods

In the following, we model a social systems as a group of N agents who hold
binary opinions oi ∈ {A,B}, i = 1, ..., N . Agents are considered connected by
a social network given by its weighted adjacency matrix wij . Below, we shall
assume that the networks are undirected, contain no self-loops, and edges have
positive weights. Agents update their opinions subject to the voter dynamics: at
every iteration, a node is chosen at random and copies the opinion of a neighbor
who is chosen with probability proportional to the weight of its in-link to the
updating agent.

Following Masuda’s framework [29], we assume the existence of one external
controller per opinion. Controllers exert their influence via directed edges to the
network, whose weights we label as ai, i = 1, . . . N for the A-controller and bi, i =
1, . . . N for the B-controller, both subject to budget constraints:

∑
i ai ≤ amax,∑

i bi ≤ bmax. Unlike [29] and other previous work on opinion control in the voter
dynamics [23, 42, 9], we do not limit targeting to binary decisions (target a node
with fixed weight or not target it at all) but allow for a continuous distribution
of weight allocations.

To proceed, we introduce probabilities xi that node i holds opinion oi = A.
The evolution of individuals’ opinions can then be described through rate equa-
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tions
dxi
dt

= (1− xi)
∑N

j=1wijxj+ ai

ki + ai + bi
− xi

∑N
j=1wij(1−xj) + bi

ki + ai + bi
, (1)

where ki =
∑N

j=1 wij is the weighted in-degree of node i.
This dynamical system converges to a single attractor x∗ [29] that can be

calculated via
x∗ = [L+ diag(a + b)]

−1
a , (2)

where bold symbols are vectors, L is the Laplacian matrix and diag(y) is a
diagonal matrix with diag(y)ii = yi. In equilibrium, the expected number of
individuals with opinion A is then computed as

X∗ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

x∗i =
1

N
1T [L+ diag(a + b)]

−1
a . (3)

In this paper, we study best-response strategies of an A-controller against
a passive B-controller. We thus study the optimization problem for the A-
controller, who aims to find a set of optimal targets and optimal control weights
a to optimize its vote share

a∗ = arg max
a

X∗ ,

N∑
i=1

ai ≤ amax , ai ≥ 0 . (4)

Equation (3) shows that X∗ is non-linear in a, so exact optimal solutions
are very hard to obtain for non-trivial networks. Hence, we employ a numerical
approach via gradient ascent [36] to find approximate solutions. Note that, as
we are only focusing on equilibrium results, we will simplify notation below by
dropping stars to indicate equilibrium.

3 Results

In Sect. 3.1, we first show numerical results for optimal strategies obtained via
gradient ascent for various network topologies and analyze the presence of shield-
ing and shadowing. In Sect. 3.2, we then develop an analytical understanding
of shielding and shadowing via a mean-field approximation for random regular
graphs.

3.1 Numerical Results

We first analyze optimal allocations obtained numerically via gradient ascent [36]
on a variety of complex networks, namely 2D lattices, small-world networks [40],
Barabasi-Albert (BA) networks [3] and random regular graphs. As an illustrative
example, only one node is targeted by the B-controller. This node corresponds
to a central position for the 2D grids, the highest degree node for BA networks
and is randomly chosen for the other two network topologies. Scenarios with the
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passive controller targeting a bigger share of the social network are treated later
on in Sect. 3.2.

By plotting the average strength of A-targeting as a function of distance from
the B-targeted node, Fig. 1 gives best-response allocations of the A-controller.
The A-controller is in budget disadvantage at the top row and budget advantage
at the bottom row of the figure.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of optimal influence allocation of the optimizing A-controller on
the distance to the node targeted by the B-controller with budget three times larger
(top) or half (bottom) than the A-controller’s (amax = 2N/3). Bars give the median
allocation for each group across 30 instances of the network class, with small bars
referring to the first and third quartile. Networks are of size N = 361; from left to
right: 2D regular lattices, small-world networks (k=4, p=0.2), Barabasi-Albert (BA)
networks (m = 1) and random 4-regular graphs.

Inspecting the figure, we note that optimal strategies generally avoid the
node targeted by the B-controller (see data points with distance zero in Fig. 1)
when in resource disadvantage (top row) while focusing resources on the position
of the B-controller when in resource advantage (bottom row). Furthermore, a
clear pattern stands out in the allocations given to the remaining nodes. We
observe a clear preference for control allocations to nodes directly surrounding
the B-targeted node (distance one), with diminishing allocations the larger the
distance. This shielding strategy is found independent of resource advantage
or disadvantage for all shown network topologies. Moreover, we note that non-
negligible control allocations tend to also be given to nodes very far away from
the B-targeted nodes (note, in particular, the case of the lattices).
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3.2 Analytical and Numerical Results on K-Regular Graphs

In this section, we aim to gain some analytical understanding of the effects of
shadowing and shielding observed in numerical experiments above. For a ba-
sic model that can capture these effects, we neglect the effects of degree het-
erogeneity and focus on regular random graphs. To proceed, we consider a B-
controller who targets a randomly selected fraction 0 < ρB < 1 of the nodes
in the network with uniform strength bB = bmax/(NρB), i.e. we set bi = bB ,
i < ceil(ρBN), bi = 0 otherwise. Below, we develop a mean-field approximation
for this situation and compare results based on this approximation to numerical
results obtained via gradient ascent.

Neighbor Mean-Field Approximation for K-Regular Graphs Here, we
aim to approximate the voting dynamics by grouping nodes into three disjoint
classes. We shall assume that, irrespective of exact topological positions, all
nodes in a class have identical states and nodes of different classes are connected
at random. We define the first group B as all those nodes targeted by the B-
controller: B = {i | bi > 0}. The second group N is composed of nodes adjacent
to nodes in B but not part of B: N={i /∈B | (∃j∈ B : wij > 0}. The third group
R is formed by all remaining nodes R={i /∈ (B ∪N)}, i.e. nodes which are not
in direct contact to any B-targeted node. Note that this partition treats R as a
uniform group; improvements of the method might be possible by distinguishing
second and higher-order neighbors.

The probabilities of adopting A for the nodes of each group can be defined
by xB , xN , and xR, respectively, with their density in the network defined by
ρB , ρN , and ρR, subject to ρB +ρN +ρR = 1. Whereas ρB is a given parameter,
ρN and ρR must be derived from the network topology. For our assumption of
random mixing and random targeting, this calculation is simple. Nodes belonging
to R satisfy that 1) they are not targeted by the B-controller, which happens
with probability 1 − ρB and 2) none of their K neighbors are targeted by the
B-controller either, which happens with probability (1 − ρB)K . Consequently,
ρR = (1− ρB)K+1 and ρN = 1− ρB − ρR.

To solve the influence maximization problem, the A-controller must decide
how to optimally split her budget among the groups via determining aB , aN
and aR subject to the budget constraint aB ρB + aN ρN + aR ρR ≤ amax/N .
Using (2), we obtain the mean-field vote shares for the groups:

xB =
K
(
γB|B xB + γN |B xN

)
+ aB

K + aB + bmax/ρB
,

xN =
K
(
γB|N xB + γN |N xN + γR|N xR

)
+ aN

K + aN
, (5)

xR =
K
(
γN |R xN + γR|R xR

)
+ aR

K + aR
,

where γY |X represents the probability for an edge to be attached to a node
from group Y while the other edge is attached to a node from group X. The
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calculation of this probability is straight-forward for γY |B :

γB|B = γB = ρB , γN |B = 1− ρB . (6)

At the other end, for γY |R, the node at the other side of the edge will also belong
to group R if none of its other K − 1 edges is linked to a B-node:

γR|R = (1− ρB)K−1 , γN |R = 1− (1− ρB)K−1 . (7)

Finally, for γY |N , the use of Bayes’ rule leads to

γB|N = γN |B γB/γN = (1− ρB) ρB/ρN ,
γR|N = γN |R γR/γN = [1− (1− ρB)K−1] ρR/ρN ,
γN |N = 1− γB|N − γR|N .

(8)

Equation (5) can be made explicit via

x = [diag(K + a + b)−KΓ ]
−1

a , (9)

where bold symbols are vectors y = [yB yN yR]T and Γ is the matrix containing
the cross-probabilities between groups, Γij = γj|i. Optimal allocations for the
three groups can then be found by differentiating the estimated total vote share,
Xmf = ρTx, with respect to the allocation parameters, a, and equating to zero:
∇aX

mf = 0, leading to a system of three non-linear, polynomial equations that
can be solved numerically.

Testing the Neighbor Mean-Field Approximation To test the accuracy of
the mean-field approximation, we compare predictions for stationary vote shares
for the three groups of nodes to exact analytical solutions based on (2), for which
we take the full network structure into account. To devise a set of test scenarios,
we again assume that the B-controller distributes her resources equally among a
given fraction ρB of nodes and the A-controller allocates control equally among
all nodes in the network ai = amax/N, i = 1, . . . N .

Figure 2 shows the differences in vote share between exact (X) and approx-
imate (Xmf) solutions for each of the three groups for varying fraction of B-
targeted nodes (ρB) and B-controller’s budget (bmax). As expected, we generally
observe a decline in vote shares with bmax and the qualitative dependencies are
well captured by the mean-field approach. In more detail, the left panel of Fig. 2
shows the case of ρB = 0.01, implying that roughly a fraction ρN = 0.03 of nodes
are adjacent to them. We note that the mean vote share of B-nodes and R-nodes
is accurately estimated by the mean-field approximation (xmf

B ∼ xB , xmf
R ∼ xR),

while the vote share of the N -nodes is slightly overestimated over the whole
range of budgets (xmf

N > xN ). In the middle panel, we set ρB = 0.1, implying
ρN = 0.24 and ρR = 0.66. For this scenario, mean-field results for all groups are
in very good agreement with numerical results. Last, as shown in the right hand
panel of Fig. 2, we also consider ρB = 0.3, ρN = 0.46, ρR = 0.24. Mean-field esti-
mates are again in good agreement, but some slight systematic underestimation
of xR is observed.
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Fig. 2. Average probability to adopt A by the nodes of the three mean-approximation
groups (B,N ,R) for varying fraction of B-nodes, ρB , and B-controller’s budget, bmax.
The budget for the A-controller is amax = N/2. Points from the exact solution, xX , are
the mean vote share in each group averaged over 15 randomly generated networks of
size N=1000, with vertical lines corresponding to the upper and lower mean absolute
deviations of vote shares within the group. Results of the approximation are given by
xmf
X (slashed lines). The titles show the derived fractions of neighbors of each group

present in the network, ρX .

In general, mean-field estimates for B-nodes prove highly accurate. This is
expected, as B-nodes are heavily influenced by the B-controller and less sus-
ceptible to network effects. The estimation errors for the other two groups are
caused by two different limitations of the approximations. The first limitation
results from treating all nodes in R as a uniform group, even though they have
different distances to nodes in N and, consequently, different vote shares. This
limitation is most prominent for low densities of ρB and we see its effects in Fig.
2–left. Here, we observe an over-estimation of xN , which is caused by an over-
estimation of vote shares of second neighbors of B-controlled nodes. The second
limitation of our mean-field approach is not subdividing N -nodes into separate
classes depending on exact numbers of adjacent B- or R-nodes. However, as
B-controls are allocated randomly, some N -nodes will have a larger number of
B-neighbors than others. N -nodes with more B-neighbors than average will have
smaller vote shares, but a lack of remaining connections to R-nodes implies they
have a reduced impact on R. In contrast, N -nodes with fewer B-neighbors than
average have higher than average vote shares and large impact on R. Hence,
the mean-field approach underestimates vote shares of R-nodes. This situation
is particularly prominent when ρB is relatively large, and we see its effects in
Fig. 2–right.

Numerical and Analytical Evaluations of the Heuristics In this section,
we compare optimal control allocations obtained numerically via gradient ascent
and optima calculated from mean-field estimates via solving ∇aX

mf = 0, which
allows us to quantify the roles of shielding and shadowing. As in the previous
subsection, experiments are again run on K-regular networks with a varying
fraction of B-targeted nodes (ρB) and varying B-controller’s budget (bmax).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of optimal control allocation for the three groups (top) and shield-
ing strength (bottom) on B-controller’s budgets (bmax) for varying fractions of B-
targeted nodes (ρB). We set amax = N/2 and use K = 3. Analytical solutions cor-
respond to aanaX (slashed lines) and numerical solutions aGA

X (solid lines) are averaged
over 15 randomly generated networks of size N = 1000, with vertical lines correspond-
ing to the upper and lower mean absolute deviations of allocations within the group.
Titles of panels also show the derived fractions of N -nodes (ρN ) and R-nodes (ρR).

Figure 3 presents the optimal allocations given by both numerical and ana-
lytical solutions (top row) and the intensity of shielding in the allocations (bot-
tom row). In the top row, we note a particular pattern in optimal allocations
to B-nodes: allocations are roughly inversely proportional to the budget of the
B-controller and vanish at a point near budget equality between A- and B-
controller. This finding confirms the numerical results related to shadowing for
general classes of complex networks presented in Sect. 3.1. Considering N -nodes
(orange lines), we note that generally aN > aR, i.e. we establish the presence
of a shielding effect for all parameter settings. Shielding is even present when
the A-controller has a much larger budget than the B-controller and peaks at
transition points where shadowing shifts to full avoidance.

In the scenario of ρB = 0.01 (left), analytical solutions generally assign more
budget to N -nodes than numerical solutions. This difference is likely caused by
ignoring the role of second neighbors in the mean-field approximation, while
these nodes can be used to produce a second barrier of shielding that protects
further neighbors (as was seen in Fig. 1). The optimal allocations given by both
methods match very well for ρB = 0.1 (middle). For ρB = 0.3 (right), the
analytical allocations underestimate the benefits of shielding. This can be an
effect of the mean-field approximation not differentiating between the number of
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R-neighbors an N -node has; only a subgroup of N -nodes is in direct contact with
R-neighbors and focusing on them makes shielding more effective. For high values
of the B-controller’s budget, there are N -nodes in the numerical solutions that
receive even less allocation than R-nodes (panel bottom–right). These are those
N -nodes that have B-nodes as their three neighbors (not shown), so resources
allocated to them do not spread their impact to other nodes. The intensity of
shielding is higher the lower the ρB (panel bottom-left).

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have analyzed two complementary heuristics for continuous
influence maximization in the voter model. These heuristics are shown to be
best-response strategies of an active external controller to counter the influence
of a passive opponent. The first heuristic, shielding, focuses influence on the
neighbors of nodes targeted by the opponent to create a barrier that limits the
spread of her opinion. Smaller barriers on further neighbors reinforce the ef-
fectiveness of the strategy. The second heuristic, shadowing, focuses on nodes
directly targeted by the opponent if in budget advantage while avoiding them if
in budget disadvantage. The point at which to transition from avoidance to shad-
owing depends on the budget of both controllers, the social network topology,
and the strategy followed by the passive controller. Such best-response behavior
has also been observed in previous literature on other network topologies and
real networks [36], as well as for discrete allocations in the voter model [8], but
was not systematically explored.

Optimal best-response behaviors obtained via numerical optimization show
a consistent presence of the above heuristics for various classes of complex net-
works. The transition point to a shadowing behavior depends on the topologi-
cal properties of the nodes targeted by the opponent. The effectiveness of the
heuristics is further corroborated via analytical results on random regular graphs
obtained through a mean-field approximation, which are in good agreement with
the numerical results. The comparison of both approaches shows a more nuanced
picture, revealing different roles played by the nodes depending on the number
of adjacent opponent-controlled neighbors or their distance to the B-targeted
nodes. The effectiveness of shielding decreases the more nodes the opponent tar-
gets and peaks around budget equality of the controllers. Further work should
focus on refining the mean-field approach by including more distinct groups and
thus overcoming the aforementioned limitations.
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